Abstract. Labeling and marking industrial manufactured objects gets increasingly important nowadays because of novel material properties and plagiarism. As part of the Collaborative Research Center 653 which investigates micro-structured metallic surfaces for inherent mechanical data storage, we research into a stable and reliable optical readout of the written data. Since this comprises a qualitative surface reconstruction, we use directed illumination to make the micro structures visible. Then we apply a spectral analysis to obtain image partitioning and perform signal tracking enhanced by a customized Hidden Markov Model. In this paper, we derive the algorithms used and demonstrate reading data from a surface with 1.6 kbit/cm 2 from a micro-structured groove which varies by only 3 µm in depth (thus a "scratch"). We demonstrate the system's robustness with experiments with real and artificially-rendered surfaces.
Introduction
In this paper an optical shape reconstruction method for the readout of data mechanically written as micro-structure on a surface is presented. The purpose is to store information about a mechanical component on the component itself. Since component and information then form a unit, the information cannot get lost or is unnecessarily stored even if the component has been replaced. Such micro-structured surfaces are created by a Piezo tool during the last step of a turning process [1] . The tool cuts in a groove wound around the component whose depth is modulated by the digital payload. As the cutting is performed with small mechanical feed, the groove forms a micro-structure spreading on the whole surface of the mechanical component (Fig. 1) . The mechanical storage principle used is the same as for the phonograph cylinder, the gramophone record or the capacitive electronic disc [2] . Unlike optical data storage systems like e.g., bar code, DVD or 3D storage [3] , the domain of the applied signal is analog. To enable digital data storage, the run of the groove as well as writing and reading is modeled as the channel of a communication system [4] , which consists of coding, modulation and channel. So writing in a groove means freezing an analog signal run as an imprint which is to be recovered during the shape reconstruction.
Since the micro-structures are designed for simple and fast writing during the production and insensitivity to mechanical stress, data density is low compared to state-of-the-art magnetic and optical storage media but sufficient for all labeling purposes. As rough estimate about the dimensions of a cutting parameter set suitable for writing and reading: mechanical feed d f = 70 μm, groove depth = 6 μm, signal amplitude = 3 μm, data rate R = 1.1 bit/mm. When using a binary amplitude modulation (2-ASK), the data density is R × 1/d f ≈ 1.6 kbit/cm 2 .
Previous Works
Reading the information comprises at least a qualitative surface analysis to reconstruct the signal written in. The reconstruction should be possible in a cheap way so a mechanical component could be inspected at a service station. Thus, only shape analysis methods with a customary stereo microscope with low magnification are considered here which later can be adapted to hand-held units.
In the past 30 years, there were many shape reconstruction methods developed. In the field of microscopy with a small field of view, shape reconstruction is eased as only a depth map needs to be created. Thus, in the following we use the term depth instead of shape. Two main measuring principles are used: depth of field and perspective. It can be further distinguished between single-view and multi-view methods.
Depth of field as measuring principle utilizes that the image varies in sharpness, depending on the distance between camera and surface. Thus, the small depth of field of microscopes means high depth resolution. Depth from focus [5] is a multi-view method which builds a depth map by varying the object's distance and assigning all visible regions in focus to the same depth slice. As the distance variation is calibrated, points from different depth slices can be combined to a depth map. Depth from defocus [6] is a single-view method which makes use of the knowledge about the point spread function of the optical system to deduce depth from unsharpness.
Perspective as measuring principle means either using perspective differences in different surface views or analyzing illumination effects. Both types use knowledge about the set-up geometry. Depth from stereo [7] builds a depth map of the surface using a stereo microscope observing the same image from different perspectives. Using the pixel-wise found disparity along the epipolar line and the knowledge about the relation of both cameras, the depth map can be reconstructed. Depth from shading [8] makes use of the reflectivity function which relates knowledge about the set-up with the direction of the surface normal. Depth from directed illumination is similar to that. The surface is illuminated in such a way that only regions with a specific surface normal appear bright. The shadow and reflexion borders are used to deduce depth information.
Surface Reconstruction at Scratch Scale
During our research, we investigated three promising methods for surface reconstruction: depth from stereo (DFS), depth from focus (DFF) and depth from directed illumination (DFI). To the best of our knowledge, similar applications of depth reconstruction are usually one magnitude larger in size. E.g., the optical reconstruction of LP records [9] using DFF seems similar. However the depth of the groove is about 20 times and the groove distance about 24 times bigger than here. Another example is the optical inspection of solder joints [10] using depth from shading, where the solder joint height is about 25 times greater than the structures which are to be recovered here. Third example: The surface structures analyzed by [11] using DFF are 10 times deeper than our groove.
It turned out that DFS as well as DFF were able to reconstruct the coarse cylindrical shape of the mechanical component. However, both methods failed to reconstruct the groove which is about 10 times smaller. For DFS, one major problem is the calibration of the focal length with a microscopic calibration pattern, which is very important for exact depth estimation. It is error-prone as nearly no perspective effects are noticeable. DFF is heavily perturbed by mechanical inaccuracies when changing the focus depth. Another problem for both approaches is the highly-specular surface with many perturbations.
The measuring principle used for DFI here is displayed in Fig. 2 . A depth variation of the groove is deduced by a shift of the reflexion and the shadow border. As this effect is even noticeable on low-magnification views, e.g., right image of Fig. 1 , where DFS and DFF failed, we decided for this method. Under the assumption that the groove depth is proportional to the shift of the shadow border, the groove depth can be reconstructed qualitatively. The two key problems which are to be solved for this are the image partitioning, which is necessary to determine the position of the groove, and the tracking of the reflexion border for a robust depth reconstruction.
In this paper, we present the following contributions using DFI: In Section 2, the method to determine the position of the groove is explained. In Section 3, the method to qualitatively reconstruct the analog signal using a Hidden Markov Model with a regular topology is presented. Both methods are then evaluated in Section 4 and the readout of a real surface is demonstrated. In Section 5, a conclusion is given.
Image Partitioning Using Spectral Analysis
We start with the first key problem of the groove reconstruction: Given one view of the surface with proper illumination like in Fig. 3 , we want to extract the position of the groove containing the data. Given that the groove is wound around the mechanical component, several groove sections are visible. Each contains a different part of the signal run. As the mechanical feed during the turning process is constant, all neighbored groove sections have distance λ. We assume they run approximately horizontal in the microscope view, forming periodic coarse structures in vertical direction. The vertical position
of the nth groove center can be determined by analyzing the image texture in vertical direction to extract the groove distance λ and the phase φ. The 1D texture analysis is based on several vertical cuts through the image. In order to just analyze the coarse structure and thus remove the impact of the fine structure, which contains the signal, we average these cuts to form the one-dimensional signal f (y). The idea of the texture analysis is to model f (y) as a cosine function and to find the sinusoidal parameters using a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the power spectrum density (PSD).
The PSD p(u) of f (y) is estimated using the average periodogram method [12, p 72ff.] . This means averaging PSD estimates of r different realizations using a windowed discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Here, parts of f (y) with length s w around varying positions ξ are analyzed. Each PSD estimate |(g ξ (u)| is:
We choose a Blackman-Harris Window [13] as windowing function w(k) of odd size s w . Since PSD estimates are shift-invariant, p(u) and the ML estimate are:
As the following phase computation requires a very exact estimation of λ, the ML estimation is followed by a maximum search with bounds u ml ± 1. These are the preceding and following DFT sampling positions which have lower magnitudes. Now the wavelength of our sinusoidal parameter estimation is known and the phase φ is to be determined. It is obviously not shift-invariant and thus may not be averaged like in (3); so PSD estimation does not include phase estimation. When using sinusoidal estimation to determine the phase, usually only a single realization is used which in our case is too much influenced by noise. In the following step, we combine the idea of averaging multiple realizations with the ML sinusoidal parameter estimation.
As g ξ (u) is found by taking different parts of f (y), the phase estimate
of different realizations can be combined and averaged later when compensating the shift of ξ using
The interval [0 . . . λ] used in (7) could be detrimental for the averaging in the case of phase jumps. A more stable estimate is found when setting the interval borders symmetrically around median φ , setting the lower border to α = median φ −λ/2 and recompute using
As distance and phase are known, the groove positions can be computed using (1). In reality, the groove centers do not run exactly horizontal as the mechanical component wobbles when being turned (visible in Fig. 8 ). Thus, one estimate is not enough for a whole surface image. We start from an initial estimate (λ 0 , φ 0 ) at position x 0 and then iteratively connect estimate k+1 with k using interval borders φ k ± λ k /2 for correct phase unwrapping of φ k+1 . In Fig. 3 , an image partitioning using one estimate at the left and one at the right image border is displayed.
Signal Tracking Using a Hidden Markov Model
After the image partitioning, image parts of size s x × s y (where s y = λ ) containing exactly one groove section are created. The direction of the illumination has been chosen such that the lower wall of the groove wall appears bright (see Fig. 3 ). The task to solve the second key problem is tracking the reflexion border from the left to the right side of the image part. We will now deduce the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) used for the signal tracking. A heuristic approximation for the observation probability of the groove's edge in image column x i being at position y i is the negative discrete deviation of the image I in vertical direction, shifted by a constant c to be non-negative: 
The transition probability of the actor's movement is modeled as a normal distribution with a maximum probability if the groove is constantly continued:
Both p o as well as p t have to be normalized over one column as there is always exactly one state per column passed when traversing from the left to the right image side.
Given p o and p t , the HMM is established. The state S x,y stands for the groove's edge being at position (x, y), so there are s x × s y states. The model's topology is adapted to the task: All states S xi,yi in the same image column x i are parallel; transitions are only possible to S xi+1,yi+1 (Fig. 4) . Under these premises, the most probable groove edge Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y sx ) is found by maximizing the overall transition probability Because of the simple and regular topology, Y is easy to compute as a Viterbi algorithm [14] has always exactly s y paths to follow at the same time. The only parameter that has to be known a priori is the state transition standard deviation σ which depends on the cutting parameters and the surface quality. As its influence is relatively small for the readout result, it was empirically determined as 0.15 px.
Results

Perturbation Sensitivity of the Signal Tracking
In this section the robustness of the image partitioning and the signal tracking is estimated. Perturbations, which are due to non-ideal cutting and aging of the groove, are simulated on synthetic data. To create a ground truth surface, a depth map is established by simulating the cutting effect. It is used as surface bump map during ray tracing using Povray [15] (right image of Fig. 5 ). The signal run found on the undistorted images is taken as ground truth signal. To simulate aging, ellipses with random orientation are drawn in white and black over the resulting image. White ellipses model reflecting particles like dust whereas black model light-absorbing particles like rust. The ellipse length is 150 μm at an aspect ratio of 20 and 1 /3 transparency. Realistic cutting artifacts are simulated as depth map bumps of 10 μm diameter with normal-distributed heights. Their standard deviation is called roughness σ surf . Such bumps usually originate from material inhomogeneities and non-ideal cutting. The influence of both perturbations on the SNR is shown in Fig. 6 . To have an estimate about the strongest perturbation degrees, the processed images are also displayed.
It can be deduced that particles as well as roughness have influence on the accuracy of the signal reconstruction but the image partitioning does not fail even in images where no coarse structure is cognizable. The influence of particles on the surface is nearly linear for exponentially-rising particle count. Surface roughness has a stronger impact on the SNR as it disturbs the signal tracking more. However, in both cases highly-distorted surface images data could be used to extract the signal with an SNR satisfactory for further channel coding processing.
Writing and Reading Data
With the proposed methods from Section 2 and 3, it is possible to track groove sections from one surface view. In the following, the steps necessary to reconstruct the whole groove run from several surface views are explained. The set-up to assemble the groove is as follows: The cylindrical mechanical component is mounted onto a turn table such that its axis of symmetry coincides with the rotation axis. By this, the component can be turned without changing its distance to the microscope. We assume that a rotation by a small angle θ results in an horizontal offset Δ in the microscope view. The ratio r = θ/Δ is calibrated by estimating Δ using a minimization of the normalized cross correlation. Analog, vertical movement can be calibrated. Now image slices from different surface views can be stitched together to the surface view of one rotation. After a whole surface view is created, the readout consisting of the partitioning and the signal tracking is performed. Next, the extracted groove sections are fused at the joint position where the right border of the whole surface view joins the left. At this position, groove section n meets section n + 1 (Fig. 7) such that the whole groove signal can be assembled. As last groove processing step, the signal is unbiased by subtracting the groove center from the signal. It is then demodulated re-using the sinusoidal parameter estimation derived in Section 2. So the digital signal is sampled at positions x n = nλ s − φ s with the estimates from Equations (5) and (10) . To fulfill the Shannon sampling theorem [16] , first the signal is low-pass filtered with wavelength λ s /2. A threshold is extracted automatically by a predefined initialization sequence.
To demonstrate writing and reading, we chose the ASCII string "DAGM" and modulated it using 2-ASK with every second bit set to 0 to ease phase estimation during the demodulation. The signal was written to a component of 49 mm diameter. Surface views were automatically stitched together to the overall surface image of size 48500 px × 768 px. The run of the groove center was determined using 100 estimates around the surface. All groove sections were tracked and combined to the reconstructed groove signal, which is shown in Fig. 8 . The processing time for such a diameter is approximately 5 min for surface recording and 10 min for partitioning and tracking of 3 groove sections along one rotation. It can be seen all bits are demodulated correctly although the peak amplitude is only ≈ 3 px which is hardly cognizable in the surface views. The strongest perturbation is a nearly-periodic signal component with wavelength 2 /3λ s which is due to resonance during the cutting process. Investigations on various surfaces with different data showed that the readout results have high repeatability and are in combination with a channel code very robust.
Summary and Conclusion
An optical readout procedure for data mechanically stored as a groove varying by only 3 μm in depth has been presented. The groove which is wound around a cylindrical mechanical part is reconstructed using directed illumination. The two key problems which were solved are the image partitioning of the periodicallyoccurring groove sections and the tracking of the groove border. The image partitioning into single groove sections is based on the vertical spectral analysis of the image texture. For precise and robust PSD estimates, the average periodogram method was combined with an ML estimation. Analog, a phase estimation algorithm was derived which combines the estimations of multiple realizations. For this purpose, an adapted phase unwrapping is used. As solution of the second key problem, a Hidden Markov Model for the tracking of the groove border was derived which consists of one node per pixel. Its observation probabilities model the probability of the groove border passing the specific node whereas its transition probabilities model the properties of the Piezo tool which has cut the groove. We demonstrated the robustness of the image partitioning and the signal tracking by perturbing synthetic ground truth data rendered by Povray with realistic distortions. We further demonstrated reading out data from real surfaces. Our fully automatic system is running reliable as on-line demo and is frequently presented at different events in our lab. We further research in transferring this readout method to arbitrary-curved surfaces which are created during a milling process. It is planned to modulate the depth of the milling head by the analog signal which corresponds to the variation of the Piezo tool excitation here.
